In recent years enormous progress has been made in neutrino physics, which also has relevance to many fields other than the particle physics; in particular, nuclear physics, astrophysics and cosmology. This has been made possible by the quantum mechanical phenomena of interferometory which provides sensitive method to explore extremely small effects. This has resulted in the discovery of neutrino oscillations which imply that they have tiny but finite masses against the prediction of the standard model of particle physics. Thus they provide evidence for new physics which goes beyond the standard model. New physics requires new energy scale beyond that provided by the standard model but such a scale has not yet been pinned down. Thus there is a need to consider extensions of the electro-weak group which would provide a new scale between the elctroweak and grand unification. The neutrinos may also provide an understanding of the origin of matter (baryogenesis) through leptogenesis. For this purpose right handed neutrinos, which are seesaw partners of light neutrinos, with a mass scale of 10 10 − 10 11 GeV or even in TeV region may be needed. Further more one sees the enormous gap between neutrino masses, revealed by neutrino oscillations, and the lightest charged fermion mass (m e ) in contrast to that between m e and m t (top quark mass), which is populated by charged leptons and quarks. Further (m ν ) max /m e < 2 × 10 −6 which needs to be undersood. This may be an indication of decoupling of neutrino mass spectrum from other fermions. Morover while all neutrino data can be explained by flavor oscillations of three active neutrinos [1] , the Liquid Scintilation Neutrino Detector (LSND) anomaly [2] stands out. This anomaly together with MiniBooNE (MB) experiment [3] may require atleast two sterile neutrinos [4] , [5] that mix with the active neutrinos. Another possibility is by a decaying sterile neutrino, again in eV range [6] . Their mass is in the range of electrovolts. The purpose of this paper is a modest attempt towards understanding of some the problems mentioned above.
We consider the extension of electroweak group SU L (2)×U (1) to SU L (4)× U X (1) as such an extension can answer some of the questions raised above as we shall see. In particular, it is shown that in addition to normal seesaw mechanism for neutrino masses, where right handed Majorana mass≫ M weak a new eV-scale can be accomodated. The latter may be a manifestation of LSND and MB experiments. Further we show that neutrino mass spectrum can be decoupled from that of charged leptons.
If one restricts oneself to only SU L (4) [7] , one can not only accomodate known leptons nicely, but also a right handed Majorana neutrino. However in order to accomodate the quarks, the group has to be extended to SU L (4) × U X (1) [8] , [9] , [10] . In the original minimal version, where leptons (l c , ν c l , N l , l) R form an SU(4) quartet, in order to cancel the anomalies, one
and we obtain
where sin 2 θ W (m Z ) = 0.23122 and α −1 (m Z ) = 128. The unification scale m X is not very sensitive to α X .For m X = 10 3 GeV, 10 6 GeV, 10 10 GeV, 10 16 GeV, α X = 1.22 × 10 −2 , 1.28 × 10 −2 , 1.37 × 10 −2 , 1.54 × 10 −2 respectively. To put it in proper perspective, we note that the coupling α ′ = α cos 2 θw associated with U(1) of the Standard Model is ≃ 1.30α ≃ 1.02 × 10 −2 .Before we give the anomaly free fermion content, we note that for our choice b = 2c = 1,
We can have two possibilities; which are given in Table 1 below.
TableI Anomaly free fermion content(i is the generation index, a is the color index and c stands for charge conjugation) SU(4)quartet :
The second alternative is very attractive, as it can naturally accomodate more than one right handed neutrinos per generation, some of which can be identified with sterile neutrinos when the SU L (4) × U X (1) symmetry is suitably broken in the lepton sector.
We first note that SU(4) lepton multiplet split as follows under the sub group SU L (2) × U Y 1 (1) of SU (4) and two singlets The interaction Lagrangian is given by (suppressing the generation index i)
where the vector boson B 1µ = 2 3
W 15µ is coupled to U Y 1 (1) and
W 15µ . Note that in the symmetry limit g 1 = √ 2g. Further we note that the vector boson B µ corresponding to U Y (1) is given by
Thus
There are two more vector bosons, which we define as follows
Hence rewriting the interaction Lagrangian in terms of vector bosons A µ , Z µ , Z ′ µ and Z ′′ µ we have
From Eqs. (7) and (11), it is clear that the doublet N i N s i R belongs to fundamental representation of the U-spin SU(2) subgroup of SU(4) (the other subgroup being SU L (2)) with vector bosons U, U, U 3µ , ≡ Z ′′ µ belonging to the adjoint representation of this group. To break the symmetry and at the same time give Dirac masses to fermions which have both left handed and right handed components viz charged leptons and quarks, the minimally required Higgs are given in Table 2: Table II Higgs quartets.
The following comments are in order: ρ and χ correspond to Higgs field
Thus < ρ > and < χ > give masses to the vector bosons of the standard model gauge group and masses to the charged leptons and quarks of the standard model. For charged leptons only < χ > contributes. The other Higgs are needed to break the group SU(4) × U(1) so as to give superheavy masses to the extra vector bosons and extra quarks outside the standard model. With the symmetry breaking pattern discussed above, the mass Lagrangian for vector bosons is given by
Since V ≈ V ′ ≫ u ≈ u ′ , therefore neglecting the terms of order
This gives the gauge boson masses
So far we have introduced essentially two energy scales, represented by the vacuum expectation values u(≃ u ′ ) and V (≃ V ′ ) the former corrsponds to the SM scale (≃ 175GeV) and the latter although not fixed, but much higher, an intersting one would be an intermediate energy scale (between SM and GUT)≃ 10 10 GeV. Lagrangian (11) explicitly shows the decoupling of extra leptons from the standard model. Only connection with the standard model is through the mixing of Z with Z ′ (involving terms of order
V 2 ) when the symmetry is broken to give masses to the gauge bosons. Since extra bosons other than the standard bosons are very heavy, the mixing term only give a negligible contribution to the standard model observables. Similarly Z ′ being very heavy, its contribution to standard model observables is also negligible.
We now discuss SU L (4)×U X (1) Yukawa interaction in the charged lepton sector, which is
For simplicity we may take u e = u µ = u τ = u. It is important to note that we have no new charged leptons, other than those of the standard model. As far as new quarks are concerned, their masses will be determined essentially by h iQ V , h iQ being the corresponding Yukawa coupling constant, Q stands for U, T, D and H quarks. If Yukawa couplings are of order unity, masses of new quarks will be of same order as those of vector bosons X etc. The above scalars do not give masses to neutrinos. In a way this is a great advantage as neutrinos have a completely different mass spectrum from other fermions.
To give Majorana masses to neutrinos, we introduce Higgs scalars S αβ [α, β are SU (4) with their expectation values in Table 3 . , for the reason that with one S βα the vacuum expectation values κ ′ , κ R , κ s , κ ′ s as different components of the same Higgs scalar would have been critically alligned.They, now belonging to three different Higgs scalars, are of course very hierarchical to accomodate different energy scales. However, the problem of hierarchy is there for models which go beyond the standard model and has no easy solution as is well known.
These additional Higgs give an extra contribution to L W mass in Eq. (13) 
so that only X and Z ′ and Z ′′ gauge bosons get extra contribution, giving further splitting between these and Y and U bosons.
The Yukawa couplings of these scalars to leptons are
where b = no prime, prime and double prime. Then the neutrino mass matrix is given by (16) gives 9×9 neutrino mass matrix in the weak eigenstates basis:
where
However, by introducing a unitary matrix U:
we obtain the mass matrix
This gives the effective 6 × 6 light neutrino mass matrix
The phenomenology of this 6 × 6 matrix already exist in the literature [4, 5, 12, 13] . In Eq. 12 GeV a scale which may be relevant for thermal, non-degenerate leptogenesis. Now a word about energy scales: κ R is of order of 10 10 GeV while κ ′ is of order 1GeV so that if all Yukawa coupling constants in Eq.(16) are of order unity, active neutrinos mass is of order 0.1eV to satisfy the constraint from WMAP data Σm ν i < (0.4 − 0.7)eV while atmospheric data give m ν > 5 × 10 −2 eV.κ s is of order a few eV so that sterile neutrinos are to be relevant for "short" baseline oscillation searches. Finally in order to have active-sterile mixing small(∼ 0.1)[see ref 11, 12] κ ′ s ≃ 0.1κ s . For other approaches for possible existance of sterile neutrinos in eV scale range whithin the framework of higher order gauge groups beyond the standard model., see ref [13, 14, 15] .
In summary we have shown (i) intermediate mass scales between electroweak mass scale and that of grand unification can be accommodated, relevent for leptogeneses (ii) one can naturally accommodate more than one right handed neutrino per generation, some of which can be identified with sterile neutrinos that mix with active ones (iii) neutrinos mass spectrum is decoupled from other fermions (iv) both the normal seesaw mechanism with right handed neutrino Majorana mass M ≫ M weak , which may be relevant for leptogenesis and an eV-scale which may manifest itself in "short" baseline oscillation searches neutrino experiments.
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